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As a professional in the field of organized medicine, you fill a variety of roles and your responsibilities often run 
the gamut, from membership to meetings. The challenges facing your organization and its members make it 
essential for you to belong to a professional association that supports your mission. Through your membership in 
AAMSE, you are connected to a strong network of peers and have access to valuable resources to help you fulfill 
your responsibilities and exceed expectations.     
 
You begin your day by opening your email inbox where you find messages from some of your fellow AAMSE 
members from different medical societies around the country. You connected with them through AAMSE’s 
Membership Directory and have developed a relationship allowing you to share ideas, resources and solutions 
to the challenges you face every day.  
 
On this day, your peers have given you feedback on your membership recruitment plan that you sent them the 
day before. One of them also sent you a link to their recruitment campaign that they uploaded in AAMSE’s 
Management Library. The library contains hundreds of documents and templates provided by your fellow 
AAMSE members covering all areas of medical society management, from advocacy to marketing. These 
resources serve as examples for you to use in developing your own materials and also help introduce you to new 
ideas that you can bring to your organization. You use your colleagues’ feedback to perfect your recruitment plan 
which you then upload to the Library to share with the AAMSE community.  
 
As you prepare to conquer your to-do list for the day, you reflect on some of the AAMSE member benefits that 
improve your effectiveness and efficiency as an organized medicine professional.  
 

 Your participation in AAMSE’s EDWeb webinar series has given you a front-row seat as industry experts 
discuss important topics and trends in the field of organized medicine. The EDWeb you attended last 
month on medical association legal issues helped you identify possible threats to your organization, 
allowing you to take proactive measures to minimize these threats and keep your members protected.  

 As a graduate of AAMSE’s New Medical Executives Institute, you have a better understanding of how 
to have a successful career in medical society management. You left with valuable information and tools 
on topics including how to work with physician volunteers and how to advocate for your members.  

 By posting your open staff positions on AAMSE’s job site, Career Connection, you instantly reach a 
pool of top candidates from around the country, helping you find the perfect addition to your team. 

 Hotline, AAMSE’s monthly e-newsletter, always contains thought-provoking articles on the most 
important industry trends. You consistently take away new ideas and tips on how to improve your 
organization while staying current with the latest news from the industry.  

 
You look through your daily mail and spot a postcard for the upcoming AAMSE Annual Conference. As the only 
conference specifically tailored to medical society executives and staff, you know you will hear the nation’s top 
speakers give unique presentations at a fraction of the cost of other association events. You go online to view the 
complete conference schedule and immediately pick out a number of sessions that speak directly to your needs. 
You also know that the social events will provide the perfect opportunity to increase the network of peers you 
have already begun building since joining AAMSE. With tightening budgets, you are aware that your organization 
may not have the resources to send you to the conference this year. However, the materials and recorded 
sessions AAMSE posts online give you access to conference highlights without leaving the office.  
 
You also take comfort in AAMSE’s commitment to the future. You know that new networking and education 
opportunities are in the works to enhance your member experience, including Online Communities where you 
will be able to more easily connect and share knowledge with your medical society peers in a secure, online 
environment. 
 
As you dive into another unpredictable and exciting day of medical society management, you are confident that 
the AAMSE community has your back. You know there is no challenge that cannot be met as long as you have 
the support of your own professional society – AAMSE. 
 

You belong in AAMSE

A Staff Specialist in AAMSE 

 
aamse.org/YouBelong 

Click here for information on all of AAMSE’s member benefits. 
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